
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF 
SECOND ROTATION RADIATA PINE AT 

RIVERHEAD FOREST 

Abstract 

Phosphorus deficiency has been responsible for the wide- 
spvcwd debilitation of radiata pine stands on  clay soils at Rivcr- 
head Forest, north Amckland. Remedial treatment by  way of 
time-of-planting applications of superphosphate, and subse- 
quent aerial applications us required, has brought about 
dramatic improvement in second-rotation stands. However, 
growth is also hampered by the dense clay soils, particularly 
where these have become compacted by machinery; and fes- 
tiliser treatment alone does not produce the optimtcm results. 
Recent triccls carried out in logged and re-established sites indi- 
cate tlzat a combination of soil cultiva~ion on  compactcd sites, 
adequate topdressing with superphosphate and urea, and 
wcedicz'dz application may permit an increase in height growth 
o/ more than 50% during the first year after planting. A major 
impvoven7ezl in tree survival was also shown. 

Althouglz it has yet to be proved that this treatment is 
optimal economically, there is no doubt that the removal o/ 
the requirement for blanking or releasing trees, and the lil'cdy 
shortening of the rotation will largely compensate for thc 
extra costs. 

INTRODUCTION 

The rolling hill country at Riverhead i~ear  Kumeu, north 
Auckland, was lefl a barren wilderness after prolonged scrub 
burning and digging of the soil for kauri gum by early settlers. 
In the early 1920s a large area was acquired there by the 
Forest Service, which began establishment of exotic forest 
in 1926. By the early 1930s nearly 4900 hectares had been 
planted at Riverhead Forest, largely with radiata pine, 
although substantial areas were planted with Corsican pine 
and a number of minor species. 

At an early stage of growth the radiata pine was noticeably 
unthrifty, especially in stands growing on hillcrests and upper 
valley slopes. This poor growth was shown to be caused by 
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a scverc deficit of soil phosphate (Weston, 1956; Coaway, 
1962; Will, 1965; Mead, 196th; Ballard, 1970). Experimental 
work, however, demonstrated that the decline in health and 
vigour could not only be arrested but strongly reversed by 
the application of superphosphate (Will, 1965; Mead, 1968a). 

In 1965 large-scale clearfedling of timber commenced at the 
loirest. Because of the unthriftiness of the stands the annual 
rate of logging necessary to attain a profitable cut has becn 
up to 300 ha. In consequence, the establishment of second- 
rotation crops is an operation of some magnitude (Amitage, 
1969). 

Topdressing or young trees with superphosphate has be- 
come a regular management operation; but it is recolgnised 
that considerable developmental work is necessary to simplify 
the logistics of supply and distribution in this labour-intensive 
work. The necessity for fertiliser treatment is not, holwever, 
the sole reason for re-establishment being a major task. The 
compaction of the dense clay soils on extraction tracks and 
skids has a noticeablc effect on the height growth of seedlings 
pla.l:ed there. In most instances trees do not grow well in the 
first two years and they are often overwhelmed by competing 
vcg~lation encrcaching from the edges of the areas. Similarly, 
on bard clay ridges, where tree growth during the first rota- 
tion was very polor, early seedling growth is slow and thc 
occurrence of toppling testifies to the inadequate root develop- 
ment. 

THE SOILS 

Riverhead soils (and those of other Northlan'd and Coro- 
mandel forests) are generally refered to as "kauri gumland" 
clays: they are characteristically deeply weathered Tertiary 
rocks of sedimentary and volcanic origin - e.g., the Waikare 
clays. They are moderately to severely leached and have a high 
phosphate retention capacity. The high clay content of the 
soils is associated with a considerable iluctuation in moisture 
contcnt b~ tween  summer and winter - and at either extreme 
the soils may become marginal for tree growth. In summer 
the ability of the minute clay particles to bind water molle- 
cules may result in the trees' wilting point being reached at 

nsture a re~latively high soil moisture level. The reduction in mo' 
level on drying is accentuated by soil contraction: large cracks 
a p p e x  and the surface of the soil becomes extremely hard. 
This effect is particularly noticeable on the ridge tops ancl 
upper slopes where much of the organic material has been 
washed from the soil. The lower slopes and valley bo~ttoins 
reczive some of this material and possess deteper, more fertile 
soils. 
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I he drought-caused hardening and cracking of the soil may 
be sufficient on its own to restrict seedling root development. 
Additionally, however, the passage of heavy machinery com- 
pacts the soil and breaks down the frail structure that de- 
veloped under the h-st-rottation caop. And the thin layers of 
the topsoil which have benefitetd from the first rotation's 
litter accumulation are removed by machinery. During winter 
this problem is accentuated as the moist soils are rapidly 
churned into a structureless "porridge" which sets hard the 
following summer. 

At Riverhead Forest co~mpaction of the Waikare clay on log- 
ging skids and extraction routes is particularly important as 
topographic limitations have often necessitated a hign density 
of roading and skids. Tractor logging has been motre ddcstruc- 
tive than hauler logging in this respect. 

Trials on skids at Kaingaroa Forest (Mead, 1968b) and on 
the gravel soils in Canterbury (Guild, 1971) indicate that use- 
ful tree growth responses can be obtained where the soil is 
cultivated prior to planting. For this mason a trial was estab- 
lished a t  Kiverhead during 1971 at a number of sites. The trial 
involved ld~eep ripping of the soils prior to planting, and was 
rqlicated with and without fertiliser application. The results 
ol  this and subsequent trials are discussed here. 

RIPPING TRIALS 

The 1971 ripping trial was initiated to determine the effect 
of deep ripping on the survival, growth, and rooting patterns 
of trees planted on hard clay areas. The sites chosen were 
logging skids and landings heavily compacted by prolonged 
winter use, and two clay ridges on relatively exposed sites. 
The landings were on sites that had carried an average first- 
rotation crop, and the ridges were sites that had yielded a 
particularly poor first-rotation crop. Ripping to a depth of 45 
to 60 cm was carried out with a slightly holoked tine drawn 
by a D7-equivalent tractor. 

Because od the massive clay structure and the considerable 
depth of weathered soil, the area about the ripped lines was 
olten oinly lightly fractured; in several instances the result 
was mole-plolagh-like. Lines were ripped at approximately 3 n~ 
intervals and trees were planted at 2 m intervals along the 
ripped lines. Between the ripped lines further rows of trees 
were planted in the undisturbed soil to act as coatroils. Each 
treatment was subdivided, with hall of the trees on both 
ripped and unripped sites receiving a 150g superphosphate 
dressing in a notch within 13 cm of each tree. An average site 
was some one to two hectares in area. The tree stocks used 
were wrenched and laterally pruned 110 radtata pine. They 
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TABLE 1: RESPONSE AFTER THREE YEARS TO RIPPIIQG AND 
FERTILISER TREATMENT AT PLANTING 

Without 
Superphosphute Superphosphate 

Ripped Unripped Ripped Unripperl 

Logging landings: 
Survival (%) . . . . . . . .  85 55 84 69 
Assessed heighl (cm) .... 102 75 84 67 
Height increase (from 

planting (%) . . . . . .  410 2 72 300 168 
Hard clay ridges: 

Survival (%) . . . . .  98 84 86 78 
Assessed height (cm) .... 21 1 122 11 9 78 
Height increase from 

planting (%) . . .  1072 5 10 495 387 
-- - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - 

had a mean ratio of shoot height to root-collar diameter of 
betv~cen 55 and 60, and a mean height when planted oE 20 cm. 
In  all cases the trtces were planted within Pour hours of lifting. 

On the ripped sites trees were hand planted in a single- 
spade-cut notch. On the unripped sites trees were planteld in 
spade cultivated soil: a spit a full blade length deep, was 
turned and hand cultivated, and the seedlings planted in a T- 
noltch. After planting trees were accordeid typical releasing 
treatment from the time o~f planting until they were above all 
competing vegetation. Individual lree heights were measured 
to the nearest centimetre immediately following planting - 
and again during each subsequent winter. Results after three 
years are shown in Table 1. 

The results show a response in growth and survival to 
cultivation by the single-tine, deep ripping operation. The 
degree of response varied with the original degree s f  soil 
conlpaction; although there was a markeld response to ripping 
of landing and skid wites, the response was much less than 
that achieved on the clay ridges. 

Similarly, in all treatments, there was a response to phos- 
phorus addition; and although in two treatments ripping re- 
sulted in a greater growth improvement than phosphorus, 
the best result was a combination of treatments. This indi- 
cates that, while nutrient deficiency limits tree growth at 
Riverllzad (and undoubtedly at other Northland forests on 
clay soils), soil structure is also a gro~wth impediment. On 
clay ridges ripping fractured the soil sufficiently to improve 
drainage, aeration, and rcot penetration. The nmre colmpacted 
soils of the logging landings and skids were much less frac- 
tured by the passage of the rippers, and, consequently, growth 
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was still limited to some extent by the adverse soil structure. 
Thc absence of top-soil caused by blading of the logging skid 
would also account for the polorer growth there. 

Examination of the root system of treiels from the ripped 
sites showed a tendency for r o d s  to penetrate into and along 
the lines of fractured soil, especially on the ridge top sites. 
Root spread was up to  120 cm along the rip line and 50 cm 
below the planting point. However, lateral spread was seldo~u 
more than 30 cm. On unripped sites root spread was, in most 
cases, little more than 30 cm in any direction. 

As a consequence of this trial, more extensive soil cultiva- 
tion trials were established the following planting season. 
However, instead ot a single-tine ripper, a specially designed 
subsoiler was used to ensure fracturing olf the soil. This had 
a large, flat toe at the base (Fig. 1 )  which was angled to lift 
the soil physically and so assist soil fracture. 

WEEDICIDE TRIALS 

Research in several countries, and recently in New Zealand, 
has indicated that, in order to obtain worthwhile responses of 
trees to phosphorus and nitrogen, it is important to coatrol 
weed regrowth (D. J. Miead, pers. comm.). During the grolwing 
season young trees may be subjected to competition with the 
weed crop for light, water, and nutrients. 

In an endeavoiur to test the importance of weed competition 
on tree growth a trial was established in 1973 to examine the 
grolwth of treles in a competition-free environment. 

Two granular herbicides available in New Zealand and said 
to be suitable for grass and small herb control were tested. 
These are: "Prefix" (7f% w/w chlortliiamid) and "Casoron" 
(7:% W/W dichlobenil). Bath inhibit germination and show 
\arious levels of toxicity to leaves and rotots. Areas planted 
along the western boundary of Riverhead Forest includc 
several places previously grazed. The combination of grazing 
and feeding-trut of hay to grazing stock has induced substantial 
grass and clover growth. Trefoil has also! been introduced 
and competes vigorously with trees on somle sites. An area 
carrying these weed species was planted at  approximately 
2 x 2 m spacing with stout, tall (40 to 45 cm), lf/O radiata 
pine. 

Following the standard fertiliser application (150 g supcr- 
phosphate per tree), various applications of the "Prefix" and 
"Caso~ron" granules were spread over a 1 m diameter area at 
the base oi the tree. Application rates were 3.9, 5.2, and 6.5 g 
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FIG. 1 :  Ripper subsoiler designed to lift and fracture the henvy clay soils 
in preparation for planting at Rivefihead. This unit prepared some 60 ha /or 

planting in 1973. 

of active ingredient per tree (approximately 3, 4, and 5 kg 
active ingredient per hectare). 

Within a few weeks grass, sorrel, spurrey, and clover had 
appeared on the untreated areas, and it was obvious in some 
cases that the weeds were able to tap the fertiliser applied 
at the base of the tree. Six weeks after planting, ryegrass had, 
in some cases, overtopped the trees. On the chemically treated 
area there was no germination of any weed species and the 
trees remlained healthy. 

Results of the weedicide applications are shown in Table 2. 
Eighteen months after planting, trees from the herbicide- 
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TABLE 2: .IGHT GROWTH OF RADIATA PINE IN WEEDICIDE 
EXPERIMENT 

Height of Seedlings (cm) 
Aug. 1973 

Treatment (at planting) Dec. 1974 % Increase 

Weedicide treated .... 43 132 207 
Control .... .... .... 41 71 73 

treated area had attained a mean height in excess of 1 m and 
thinnings were solld for Christmas trees. On the control area 
trees were still struggling to keep ahead of the weed regrowth. 
All application rates tested of boot chemicals weye equally 
effective in controlling germination and growth of grass and 
weed species. There was some re-invasion of the herbicide 
treated afleas by clover and trefoil species (Fig. 2),  although 
these did not roloQ in the treated soil but were merely run- 
ners from plants beyond the treat& area. Buttercups were 
also abundant around the fringe of the treated area. 

FIG.  2: The effect of herbicide treatment on the early growth of P. radiata 
seedlings. The trees on the right received applications of herbicide and 
superphosphate; those on the left received superphosphate only. The 

photograph was taken 116 months after planfing. 
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FERTILISER, SOIL RIPPING, AN'D WEED CONTROL 
TRIALS 

Following the two preliminary trials, a third trial was 
established in August 1973 (in conjunction with the Forest 
Research Institute, Rotorua) to determine the conditions of 
establishment for Riverhead solils which would be optimal 
for subsequent seedling growth. The oabjectives of the trial 
were to study tree response to phospholms and nitrogen fer- 
tiliser in.conjunction with soil preparation and weed control 
on a range of sites. 

The fertilisers were applield at a range of rateis in order 
to determine optimum levels. A randomised block experiment 
of split-plot design was established wlth folur replications. 
Soil preparation (following burning of logging de'bris on thc 
site) consisted 01 ripping to 75 crn and this treatment on its 
own resultcd in a relatively weed-free site. Subsequent hand- 
weeding maintained the area in this condition. The control 
plots were burnt over only. 

Nitrogen and phosphorus were applieid at the following 
ratcs in different co~mbinations: 
Phosphorus rates at: 

Po No phosphorus 
PI 15 g P/tre~e (as superphosphate) 
P, 30 g P/tree (as superphosphate) 
P1 45 g P/tree (as superphosphate) 

Nitro~gen rates at: 
N,, No nitrogen 
N, 15 g N/tree (as urea) 
N2 30 g N/tree (as urea) 

Tree-stacks werie well-hardened-off 110 radiata pine similar to 
tho~se used in the original ripping trial. 

The exact treatmtents are shown in Table 3, together with 
survival and height data 14 months after planting. The data 
are for two of the four replicates only, both on the same soil 
type ( a  Parau clay loam). 

It was particu~larly noticeable that the presence of small 
quantities of nitrogen along with the superphosphate applica- 
tion (treatments 7 and 8 especially) gave an appreciable boost 
to grolwth where the soil had been ripped. This eflect was 
much less olbvious where there had been no soil cultivation, 
where the best phosphorus-only treatment (No. 3) was 
virtually as goloid as that with nitroigen added. 

In  a phosphorus-deficient soil the addition of nitrogen only 
(treatments 5 and 9) has actually exaggerated the phosphorus 
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF FERTILISER AND RIPPING TRIAL - 
OCTOBER 1974 

Treatment 

Height Mean Survival 
(cm) (%I 

Ripped Unripped Ripped Unripped 

1 No Po 73.5 66.6 
2 No PI 86.3 57.4 
3 No pz 93.5 79.8 
4 No P1 98.6 67.9 
5 NI Po 65.5 63.7 
6 Ni PI 102.9 63.3 
7 NI Pi 119.6 71.5 
8 Nl Pa 114.5 82.0 
9 N2 Pa 56.5 59.3 

10 Nz PI 106.6 84.7 
11 N2P2 98.1 60.5 
12 N2P3 98.8 75.8 
13 Trace elements -I- N2 Pi 101.2 80.5 
14 Superphosphate lime 

reverted 94.7 67.6 

FIG. 3 
Left: The optimum treatment. A cultivated weed-free site treated with 

30g P and 15g N per free. Age 23 months from planting. 

Righf: The standard forest treatment. An uncultivated site freated with 
15 g P per tree, Age 23 months from planting. 
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deficiency, and the growth of these trees was evcn worse than 
that of the uniopdresscd control (Treatment 1). 

A comparison of the optimum treatment (No. 7) with the 
present standard forest treatment (No. 2 unripped) is shoxvn 
in Fig. 3. 

I 

Over the whole trial the optimum treatment (No. 7 or S 
rippeld) resulted in a 55% grotwth improvement in comparison 
with the standard forest treatment (No. 2 unripped). In some 
individual blocks, however, the gain reached 100%. 

DISCUSSION 

The results of these experiments in Riverhead Forest high- 
light the possibilities of the use of soil cultivation techniques, 
and the application of chemical fertilisers, as a means oi 
accelerating the early growth of radiata pine. The control of 
competing vegetation is also shown to be an important aspect 
of forestry establishment. Together these treatments have 
eliminated the need for blanking or releasing of trees follow- 
ing planting, and it is likely that they will reduce rotation 
lengl h. 

Ripping on areas of compacted clay soil and on infertile 
clay ridges improves soil structure and so tree roloting, tree 
survival, and tree growth. This effect is distinct from, and 
cumulative with, response to fertiliser application and weed 
control. 

Indirectly, the importance of choice of logging technique is 
also highlighted. At present there is one hauler operating at 
Riverhead, with molst of the area clearfelled being tractor 
logged. In future it would be desirable to increase the area 
hauler loggad to reduce the amount of tracking and the num- 
ber of landings required - and consequently the amount of 
consolidation occurring. 

Because the results of ripping the hard ridge-top sites and 
areas compacted by logging have bcen so outstandingly suc- 
cessful, the techniques have now been applied at Riverhead 
Forcst on a management scale. Although topography poses 
strict limitations, deep ripping has become standard practice 
wherever it is possible. During the last two years this treat- 
ment has been applied over some 60 ha per annum. 
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